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ABSTRACT: Thermal conductivity and heat capacity of composites of ABS resin with
glass beads and/or titania were measured. For ABS–glass-beads composites, the ther-
mal conductivity data are in good agreement with values calculated by the Maxwell
and Bruggeman equations in a temperature range above a critical temperature, but
much deviation was observed below this temperature. Similarly for the heat capacity,
the measured data are in excellent agreement with the calculated values assuming
additivity above the critical temperature, while the measured data are clearly less than
the calculated values below this temperature. On the other hand, for the ABS–titania
the measured data of heat capacity are higher than the additivity in the whole tempera-
ture range, though linearity was found among titania and the composites also in the
whole temperature range. The thermal conductivity observed for this composite is in
good agreement with the theoretical value calculated by the Maxwell and Bruggeman
equations except in a low temperature range. By dynamic viscoelastic observation, it
was found that a new dissipation occurs around 957C in the composite of the glass
beads. These facts suggest that interaction exists between the resin and the fillers, and
this interaction causes the deviation from the Maxwell and Bruggeman equations in
the thermal conductivity and deviation from the additivity in the heat capacity below
the critical temperature. For the composite of titania no new dissipation was found,
but a small dissipation originally observed for the resin was not seen. q 1997 John
Wiley & Sons, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 63: 1279–1286, 1997
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INTRODUCTION equipment, and molds for these purpose are ex-
pensive, so computer simulation becomes a power-
ful tool for designing molds for such products.Along with advancement in plastics molding tech-
Computer simulation of the cooling process is alsonology, such as computer-aided design, thermo-
useful in strand production. For these simula-physical property data of high precision and high
tions, thermophysical properties such as thermalaccuracy are needed. For instance, plastics prod-
conductivity, heat capacity, p-v-T property, meltucts of complicated shapes are used in electronics
viscosity, etc., are essential.

For this purpose, we have measured thermal
conductivity and heat capacity for ABS resinCorrespondence to: T. Ozawa

q 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. CCC 0021-8995/97/101279-08 (blend of acrylonitrile–styrene copolymer and
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polybutadiene) composites with glass beads and/ atmosphere. With this apparatus the measure-
ment in a temperature range below 807C, exceptor titania powder as fillers. The measurements

were carried out in a temperature range from the room temperature, is difficult due to the insta-
bility of isothermal temperature control by theroom temperature to a temperature above the

glass transition. The hot-wire method1 was ap- infrared lamp heating.
The precision and accuracy were estimated byplied to thermal conductivity measurement, and

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used using high-purity toluene (99.9% purity, pur-
chased from Wako Pure Chemicals Co. Tokyo) asfor heat capacity measurement.2

The obtained data have been compared with standard materials,6 and the measurements were
taken at room temperature. To avoid convectionthe calculated data using theoretical relations,

namely the Maxwell,3 Eucken,4 and Bruggeman5 in toluene, the current to the heating wire was
kept small. The accuracy is better than 3% andequations for thermal conductivity and additivity

for heat capacity. Above a critical temperature, the precision is about 3%.7

For the resin and the composites, the sampleexcellent agreement can be seen for the ABS–
glass-beads composite. Below the critical temper- was kept for more than 2 h at the desired tempera-

ture to achieve uniform temperature distributionature, however, much deviation was found for
both properties. For the ABS–titania, observed within the sample. The temperature was changed

step-wise, and the obtained data were comparedheat capacity was higher than the theoretical
value but linear relation was found among the with each other between those obtained at the

heating mode and those at the cooling mode. Thecomposites and titania in the whole temperature
range. Good agreement was found between the agreement was satisfactorily good, and the unifor-

mity of the temperature was ascertained by thisobserved thermal conductivity and the theoretical
values except in a low temperature range. fact. This agreement also ensured the negligible

To elucidate the mechanism for these discrep-
ancies, dynamic viscoelastic observation has been
made for ABS resin and its composites. Dissipa-
tions are discussed in relation to the above critical
temperature for the thermophysical properties.
The interaction seems a cause for the deviation
in thermophysical properties, and the deviation
of heat capacity from the additivity can be a mea-
sure for the interaction, which has not yet been
observed quantitatively. These results are de-
scribed in this report.

EXPERIMENTAL

Measuring Methods and Apparatuses

For thermal conductivity measurement a hot-wire
method apparatus made by Shinku Riko Co. (Yo-
kohama, TC 1000) was modified and used. The
modifications, made to obtain linear temperature
increase against logarithm of time for high preci-
sion and accuracy, are (1) inserting a stainless-
steel net between the infrared lamp heat source
and the sample assembly to maintain uniform
heating; (2) painting the sample container and
its supports with black body paint to increase uni-
formity of temperature in the sample; and (3) fre- Figure 1 Heat capacity versus mass fraction of glass
quent changing of the thermocouple and heating beads at every 107C from 607C (bottom) to 1207C (top),

except 1107C.wire. The measurements were taken in a nitrogen
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effect of sedimentation of the fillers in the compos- the heating rate, and the load were 10.0 Hz, 27C/
min, and a tensile load, respectively.ites above glass transition temperature (Tg ) .

For heat capacity measurement, a differential
scanning calorimeter (Perkin-Elmer DSC-7) was

Materialsused by the usual method with synthetic sapphire
as a standard material.2 The run was made at the The ABS sample is Cevian V510 (Daicel Chemical
heating rate of 107C/min under nitrogen gas flow. Industries, Ltd., Osaka), which is a mixture of AS
The temperature was calibrated by melting tem- resin and 10 mass % of polybutadiene rubber. The
peratures of pure n -octadecane and pure indium. density is 1.056 kg/dm3 at 207C.
The imprecision for the heat capacity measure- The fillers are glass beads and titania (rutile)
ments is less than 1%, except for titania. Flatness powder. The glass beads were produced by To-
of a sample cell bottom and hence good thermal shiba Ballotini Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, EGB 731B), are
contact between the cell and its holder seem to made of E-glass, and consist of 2- to 30-mm-diame-
ensure this high precision. For titania the impre- ter spheres. The thermal conductivity was re-
cision is about 3% at room temperature and in- ported to be 1.035 W/mK by the producer, and the
creases to about 6% at the highest temperature. density is 2.50 kg/dm3. The surface is covered
The hardness of titania seems to be a cause for with glycide silane coupling reagent. Two types of
this low precision, due to the low thermal contact titania powder are used. One is Tipaque R830
between the cell holder and the sample cell bottom (93% purity), produced by Ishihara Sangyo
roughened by hard titania powder. Kaisha, Ltd. Osaka for plastics filler and com-

The viscoelastic behevior was observed with an posed of spheres of 250- to 400-nm diameter,
automatic apparatus of dynamic thermomecha- whose surface is covered with alumina, silica, and
nometry, namely a Solids Analyzer RSA II Yana- zinc oxide. The thermal conductivity is reported to

be 6.96 W/mK by the producer. Dispersing agentgitashi, (Rheometrics Co. Tokyo). The frequency,

Table I Heat Capacity and Tg of ABS Resin, Glass Beads and Their Composites

Beads Resin Composite [100 : 30]a Composite [100 : 50]a

Tg (7C)b 102 106 105

Heat Capacity

Temperature Obs. Obs. (Obs.) (Calc.) (Obs.) (Calc.)
(7C) (J/gK) (J/gK) J/gK J/gK J/gK J/gK

60 0.80 1.45 1.27 1.29 1.20 1.23
(1.27)c (1.20)

70 0.81 1.49 1.30 1.33 1.22 1.26
(1.30) (1.22)

80 0.81 1.54 1.34 1.36 1.26 1.29
(1.34) (1.26)

90 0.82 1.60 1.38 1.40 1.30 1.33
(1.38) (1.29)

100 0.82 1.68 1.43 1.46 1.35 1.38
(1.45) (1.35)

110 0.82 2.06 1.64 1.77 1.57 1.64
(1.74) (1.61)

120 0.82 2.06 1.75 1.75 1.62 1.63
(1.73) (1.59)

a Numbers in brackets are the composition ratios in mass.
b Tg is measured at the extrapolated onset temperature in the DSC curve.
c Numbers in parentheses are calculated assuming the heat capacity of the beads to be 0.71 J/gK.
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N,N *-ethylene-bis (steramide) was mixed by 20
mass % with this titania, and the density became
2.40 kg/dm3. The other is pure titania powder
(CR–EL) of similar diameter supplied by the
same company, with a density of 4.12 kg/dm3.

The ABS–glass-beads composites were formed
by mixing a certain content of the filler with the
resin and by extrusion with a single-screw ex-
truder to form pellets. For the ABS–titania com-
posites with the dispersing agent, pellets were
formed by twice extruding with a single-screw ex-
truder; for the same composites without the dis-
persing agent, twice extruding with a double-
screw extruder was made to maintain uniformity.
These pellets were melted in the sample container
for thermal conductivity measurements. For heat
capacity measurements the pellets were hot-
pressed into sheets to keep good thermal contact
between the sample cell and the cell holder for
high precision.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

ABS–Glass-beads Composite

Heat Capacity

Dependence of the heat capacity on the composi-
tion was first examined, because additivity gener-
ally holds for a mixture, as follows:

cpc Å frcpr / f1cp1 / f2cp2 (1)

Figure 3 Viscoelastic behavior for (a) resin, (b) com-
posite of glass beads [100 : 30], and (c) composite of
titania [100 : 10].Figure 2 Thermal conductivity versus temperature

for composites of glass beads. From top to bottom: com-
posite [100 : 50] (∏ ) , composite [100 : 30] (l ) , and

where cp and f are, respectively, the specific heatresin per se (π ) . Lines are theoretical values from the
capacity and the mass fraction; and the subscriptsMaxwell equation, except observed value for resin

per se. c , r , 1, and 2 mean the composite, the matrix
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resin, the first filler, and the second filler, respec- Ri Å (lr 0 li ) / (2lr / li ) (3)
tively.

The results are shown in Figure 1, where the This equation becomes equal to the Maxwell equa-
dependence of the specific heat capacity on the tion3 when either of the filler volume fractions
mass fraction is shown at every 107C except one: becomes zero. The Bruggeman equation is the fol-
the dependence at 1107C is not shown because lowing:
reliable data were not obtained due to the relax-
ation. As clearly seen, the specific heat capacity

1 0 c Å l1 0 lc

l1 0 lr
Flr

lc
G1/3

(4)is linearly dependent on the mass fraction. How-
ever, the extrapolated lines in a temperature
range up to 1007C coincide on the ordinate of 100%
glass beads. The value at this coincidence is 0.7 Similar to the heat capacity above, the data are
J/gK, and it deviates from the heat capacity of in good agreement with the Maxwell equation in
the glass beads as seen in Table I, where the mea- a temperature range above 1007C, but large devia-
sured heat capacity data are shown. In the other tion was observed in a lower temperature range
words, heat capacities of the composites calcu- (see Fig. 2). There is little difference between the
lated assuming this extrapolated heat capacity values by the Maxwell and Bruggeman equations,
(see Table I) are in excellent agreement with the and therefore the data is also in good agreement
measured data. On the other hand, at 1207C, ex- with the Bruggeman equation in the same tem-
trapolation of the linear dependence to 100% glass perature range. The reason for the small differ-
beads is equal to the measured heat capacity of ence between the Maxwell and Bruggeman equa-
the glass beads. Thus additivity of heat capacity tions is that the volume fraction of the filler is
simply holds at 1207C, but does not hold in a tem- low enough, for example, 11.3% for the composite
perature range up to 1007C. One explanation de- (100 : 30 in mass) and 17.5% for the other compos-
rived from the plots in Figure 1 may be that the
heat capacity of the glass beads decreases to 0.7
J/gK by the composite formation, but this is not
plausible. On the contrary, it seems likely that
something occurs not in the glass beads but in the
resin, as described below.

The Tg of the composites were also estimated
by using the DSC curves for the heat capacity
measurements, and they are listed in Table I. Tg

is increased by a few degrees by the composite
formation, and this change seems to be due to the
interaction between the resin and the filler.8

Thermal Conductivity

The thermal conductivity data are plotted in Fig-
ure 2. The theoretical thermal conductivity of the
composites was calculated by using the measured
thermal conductivity of the resin, the reported
thermal conductivity of the glass beads, and the
Eucken4 and Bruggeman5 equations. The Eucken
equation is as follows:

lc

lr
Å 1 / 2c1R1 / 2c2R2

1 0 c1R1 0 c2R2
(2)

where l, c, and R are, respectively, thermal con-
ductivity, the volume fraction, and a ratio given Figure 4 Heat capacity versus mass fraction of tita-

nia at every 107C from 207C (bottom) to 1507C (top).below:
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ite (100 : 50) at 207C. However, the values calcu- causes the decrease in the heat capacity of the
resin and the decrease is proportional to the fillerlated by the equation of Cheng and Vachon9 are

significantly larger than those from the Maxwell content; while the restriction increases the ther-
mal conductivity like crosslinking, which restrictsand Bruggeman equations and also than the mea-

sured data. molecular motion and increases thermal conduc-
tivity.10 Above the critical temperature, the re-This low-temperature deviation between the

measured data and the values from the Maxwell striction diminishes and the molecular motion
commences. Hence, the additivity of the heat ca-and Bruggeman equations seems the same in na-

ture as the deviation of the heat capacity from the pacity and the Maxwell equation for the thermal
conductivity hold.additivity, because the deviations occur below the

same critical temperature.

ABS Resin–Titania CompositesViscoelastic Behavior

It is likely that the deviations are related to molec- Heat Capacity
ular motion in the matrix resin. To confirm this,

For this composite similar plots were made butdynamic viscoelastic behavior was observed by dy-
the results are quite different, as seen in Figurenamic thermomechanometry in a wide tempera-
4. Linearity was also found but among the com-ture range from 01507C to 1807C. Some of the
posites and the titania filler, and the extrapolatedresults are reproduced in Figure 3. Comparing
lines to the resin do not agree with the heat capac-these two plots shows that a new energy dissipa-
ities of the resin but cross at the higher values.tion occurs around 957C, which corresponds to the
Thus the tendencies are quite different from thoseabove critical temperature, while the small dissi-
of the resin–glass-beads composites.pation originally observed in the resin per se

around 607C becomes smaller.
Thermal Conductivity

Discussion Thermal conductivity of the composite containing
10 parts of the pure titania powder (2.57% volumeGenerally, energy dissipation in viscoelastic be-

havior corresponds to commencement of molecu- fraction at 207C) was measured and the results
are shown in Figure 5, in which the estimatedlar motion at the applied frequency. Therefore it

can be concluded that some interaction occurs be- data are compared with the theoretical values (a
line) by the Maxwell equation using thermal con-tween the ABS resin molecule and the surface of

the glass beads, presumably by adhesion, and that ductivity data of titania.11 Good agreement is seen
except in a low temperature range, but causes forthis interaction restricts motion in some part of

the polymer molecules surrounding the glass this discrepancy in the low temperature range are
not known. As to the theories of Bruggeman andbeads in a certain thickness. The restriction

Figure 5 Thermal conductivity versus temperature for composite of titania [100 : 10]
(below) (s ) and composite of three components (above) (l ) .
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Cheng–Vachon, the situation is quite the same small viscoelastic dissipation. The increased heat
capacity of the resin per se is tabulated in Tableas for the composite of glass beads.
II as the extrapolated heat capacity data.

This interaction, however, has little effect onViscoelastic Behavior
the thermal conductivity, especially in the tem-Similarly to the above composites, viscoelastic ob- perature range above 1007C. For the deviation be-servation was made for this composite but no new low 807C no plausible reason has been found, butdissipation was found. Instead a small dissipation steep temperature dependence of thermal conduc-observed around 607C for the resin disappeared tivity of titania in this temperature range11 and[see Fig. 3(c)] . hence inaccuracy in the theoretical calculation
may be one reason for the deviation.Discussion

Because the titania powder is very fine, the sur-
ABS–Titania Composites with Dispersing Agentface area of this powder is much larger than that

of the glass beads; therefore, interaction between For the ABS–titania composites with the dispers-
ing agent, everything is somewhat complicated.the resin molecule and the powder surface is en-

hanced to a higher extent than that for the glass- In the DSC curves a large endothermic peak was
seen in a temperature range from 1337C to 1417C,beads composite. The tendency of the heat capac-

ity observed can be explained by assuming that presumably due to fusion of the agent with small
peaks about 627C and 1007C which may be transi-molecular motion of whole resin molecules is re-

stricted due to the interaction of large surface tions of the agent. The large peak becomes diffuse
by the composite formation, which suggests to usareas with the powder and that the interaction

increases heat capacity, presumably due to the a possibility that the agent dissolves into the resin
on melting. For the heat capacity, no definite ten-change from rotational motion to vibrational mo-

tion, as is explainable by the disappearance of the dency was found as observed for the above two

Table II Heat Capacity and Tg of ABS Resin, Titania, and Their Composites

Titania Resin Composite [100 : 10]a Composite [100 : 50]a

Tg(7C)b 102 106 106

Heat Capacity

Temperature Obs. Obs. Extrap.c Obs. Obs.
(7C) (J/gK) (J/gK) (J/gK) (J/gK) (J/gK)

20 0.70 1.28 1.33 1.27 1.12
30 0.74 1.32 1.40 1.34 1.18
40 0.79 1.36 1.47 1.41 1.24
50 0.86 1.40 1.53 1.47 1.30
60 0.93 1.45 1.60 1.54 1.37
70 1.00 1.49 1.67 1.62 1.44
80 1.08 1.54 1.74 1.68 1.51
90 1.15 1.60 1.82 1.76 1.59

100 1.22 1.68 1.91 1.85 1.67
110 1.29 2.06 2.26 2.18 1.92
120 1.37 2.06 2.40 2.31 2.05
130 1.44 2.12 2.45 2.36 2.11
140 1.53 2.16 2.50 2.41 2.18
150 1.64 2.21 2.56 2.48 2.25

a Numbers in brackets are the composition ratios in mass.
b Tg is measured at the extrapolated onset temperature in the DSC curve.
c Heat capacity obtained by extrapolating the linear dependence among those of the composites and titania.
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composites. Some large deviations were found interaction between the resin and the filler.
Previously, only the change in the Tg is thefrom smooth temperature dependence of the ther-

mal conductivity, presumably due to the transi- evidence for the interaction, but new evi-
dence is presented here.tions and the fusion of the agent. The heats of

transition and fusion cause false data for the ther- 2. The deviation of the measured thermal
conductivity from the theoretical calcula-mal conductivity, because the hot-wire method is

based on transient heat flow without any heat tion, such as the Maxwell, Eucken, and
Bruggeman equations, is more evidence forabsorption and/or evolution in the sample.
the interaction. These theories, however,
are still useful only in a limited range.

ABS Resin–Glass Beads–Titania Composite 3. The viscoelastic observation is a very use-
ful tool for thermophysical properties mea-Thermal conductivity was measured for the com-
surement of polymer–filler composites,posite of three components: the resin, the glass
and it provides us with complementary in-beads, and the Tipaque titania powder with the
formation which can be used to explaindispersing agent. The content of each filler is 30
anomalous data of thermophysical proper-parts per 100 parts of resin, and the volume frac-
ties.tion of glass beads and titania are, respectively,

10.5% and 4.9%. In Figure 5, the results are com-
pared with theoretical calculation by the Eucken REFERENCES
equation. Agreement is fairly good in a high tem-
perature range. Deviation in a temperature range 1. J. H. Blackwell and A. D. Misner, Proc. Roy. Soc.
from 1007C to 1407C may be caused by the influ- (London), A64, 1132 (1951).
ence of the dispersing agent, as mentioned above. 2. T. Hatakeyama, H. Kanetsuna, and S. Ichihara,

Thermochim. Acta, 146, 311 (1989).Heat capacity was not measured, but definite re-
3. J. C. Maxwell, A Treatise on Electricity and Magne-lation may not be found because of the same rea-

tism, Vol. 1, Oxford University Press, London,son as the composites containing the dispersing
1892, p. 440.agent.
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